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Introduction
This is a quality compilation site. While most of the content is not exclusive to the site, it is likely to be
a lot of stuff you have never seen before. The site offers a good mix of european ladies from the snowy
Alps to the Riviera. Grab your passport and have a look!

Adult Review
If you are tired of the girl next door and want to see what the world has to offer than a trip to EuroFuckFriends may be in
order!
  
  This is a nonstop flight from your living room to one great location after another where the prettiest women the Euro can
buy come over to show you what you want to see.
  
  The site offers a pretty extensive collection of some excellent lesser known teen models. Who knows, one of them may be
the next Sylvia Saint or Seka in a few years. For now the best place to see them is right here where they are waiting for you.
  
  The site does not use any DRMs, has dialupfriendly and broadband versions of each scene in both images and video... and
the layout is very easy to use.
  
  On the downside the site does not offer any kind of trial membership and for a compilation site we would have hoped for a
bit larger catalog than the one being offered. It does seem the site updates regularly, so if you are reading this review weeks
after it was written the catalog may be much larger by now as well.

Porn Summary
Like a taudry jaunt through Europe with one hand on your drink and the other on he back of some starlet's head.

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Pack a suitcase, your trip to EuroFuckFriends is a place you may stay a while'
Quality: 80  Updates: 81 Exclusive: 68 Interface: 77
Support: 72 Unique: 50    Taste: 68        Final: 73

Porn Sites Included
Tanline Sex (81) ,Face Pounders (81) ,Elly Jaine (79) ,TrueHentai (74) 

Porn Niches
Amateur, Group Sex, Hardcore, Lesbian

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $24.95 Preview: VoD Billing Options: Credit Card
Video & Picture: Monthly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Up To 1000 Videos: -1
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